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GRL notes from the May and June meetings
1.

Campaign Strategic plan
Several interested GRL’s met on Zoom to revise the present strategic plan paragraph by
paragraph. The Foundation as a whole has been working on revising their plan and the
GRL’s felt that the grandmother section also needed revision in order to synchronize with
the changes. Many changes in emphasis have occurred over the last 15 years and it was
felt that major revisions were needed in the strategic plans. Special areas of concern for
our grandmother groups were the age of the “children” now, the current emphasis on
non -colonial language usage and the fact that the very name “Grandmothers” excludes
many women who might be interested in our work. This revision should be available to
all by September.

2. Recruitment and retention report
It is my hope that many of you have already been exposed to this report by the time of
this publication but if you have not had a chance to read this document. I feel that it is
well worth taking your time to review it. A large committee of approximately 25
gathered following a campaign call and met for the better part of the winter to produce a
comprehensive document attempting to address this issue. A 90 minute video was
presented to the GRL’s meeting June 8th. The video was again presented on a campaign
call June 16th. If you have not as yet seen this, a copy is available on the statistics SLF
members only website. In the process of compiling this document, the committee
prepared a list of orientation resources also available on the member website. A
“building diversity” subcommittee of this group has challenged us all to rework all of our
group’s written information and to be flexible in our ways of doing things, educating
ourselves, shaking things up and going into unexplored territory.

3. GRL zoom retreat
On April 5th and April 7th the GRL’s met on line for a virtual retreat. On day one, we heard
financial facts stating that despite COVID grandmothers were still able to raise 1.8 million in funds
of the 10.9 million total revenues, approximately 20%. Interestingly, 49% of grandmother
earnings came from online events.
Next, the changing roles of SLF were discussed. Today, physically caring for young children is
turning to “elder” women guiding young people. Gender violence has been identified as a
leading cause of new cases of HIV infection. Young women’s HIV infection numbers are rising
sharply and this is not so for young men. This indicates that the transmission is coming from
older men. “Elder” women are now spending their efforts on mentoring young women, not
necessarily just their own offspring. These elder women are advocating for better health care,
pensions, changes in land issues and being the voice for the whole community.
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The emotional trauma experienced by young people after an HIV diagnosis affects their hope for
the future. The experiences of the elder women in the community are so important to assist
them in their emotional health as well as assisting with their adherence to the drug regime that
they must follow for the rest of their lives!
Day two of the virtual retreat centered on the new strategic plan being developed for the SLF as a
whole. Four strategic directions were outlined.
1Relationships with community 2. Cultivating supporter base. 3. Power of progressive
partnerships with community based organizations and 4. Nuturing a thoughtful feminist
culture.
The second half of day two was spent in breakout groups discussing these four directions with a
cross country representation of GRL’s mixed with one of the SLF staff as a director of discussion.
Two or three points of discussion that stood out for me were :1)the need to share more…share
our message with the community, especially in the schools and share with other groups and with
other organizations in our communities. Large groups need to assist smaller groups in staying
alive. 2) We need to be extra aware of the sensitivity of those we are assisting…never using
colonial language but emphasizing words like empowering, and solidarity. 3) We need to think
outside the box on fund raising ideas…not just follow what we did in the past as the only way to
do things. We need to be extra vigilant when using photos to advertise our events that
permission is given both with local subjects and with the African faces we are putting out there.
In all, the retreat taught me to be more open in my thinking about all aspects of the
Grandmothers, to not lament the past but to embrace the future.

Note from the editor
I thought that for this issue I would like to introduce you to the newest member of the SLF team.
Paragraph two is her official introduction but during a GRL Zoom meeting we were given a little
more personal introduction. Alanna is full of enthusiasm and apparently has always been a
“worker”. She told us of attending high school in Whitby, Ontario and of being part of a group
that raised $32,000.00 for charity. She has a degree in international studies from Waterloo and
also attended Laurier. Her past experience includes a year of volunteer work in South Africa
followed by 6 more years of working in Zimbabwe and South Africa before returning to Toronto
to work for a community based organization here.
Alanna Wallace is the Deputy Director, Philanthropic Partnerships at the Stephen Lewis
Foundation, overseeing the organization’s corporate partnership program and communications
campaigns, including the Grandmothers to Grandmothers campaign. She has more than 10 years
of experience working in international development and fundraising, and lived for six years in
Southern Africa.
Any of you that take part in the campaign calls will have met her as she, Megan and Ruth-Anne
guide those attending through their discussions.
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Our Website
The success of the website is completely dependent on the contributions that the webmaster
receives from Atlantic Region grandmother groups. Unless grandmother groups send in
information about what is happening in their groups, the website becomes outdated and
of little interest to the community.
ATLANTIC GRANDMOTHERS’ WEB PAGE: www.g2gatlantic.org
The Atlantic Grandmothers’ website exists to inform the Atlantic community about the
Grandmothers Campaign, to promote the fund-raising events that the grandmother groups in
the Atlantic Region schedule, and to provide an opportunity for the groups to learn of and see
pictures of the various events that other groups have held during the year. It is also linked with
the National Grandmothers’ Campaign website as well as the Stephen Lewis Foundation website
to facilitate the making of donations to the Foundation and the sharing of information at a
national level.
Nayeema Liail is our IT specialist, who designed our website and who updates it as the
information is sent to her. I encourage the Atlantic grandmothers groups to send me notices of
the events that you are planning as well as pictures and information that you would like to share.
My e-mail address is: jsumarah@hfx.eastlink.ca.
Also, please look at the website from time to time to see what’s new. Our website is:
g2gatlantic.org
Jacqui Sumarah
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GRANDMOTHERS GROUPS’ REPORTS
Annie’s Grannies – Halifax, Nova Scotia
Annie's Grannies have not met formally during the past 6 months, but were active in supporting
the very successful Fabric Sale in May and Stride 2022 in June. Jacqui has also been meeting with
members from other HRM Grandmother groups for Thursday morning coffee.
We hope to begin meeting in person in the fall. – Jacqui Sumarah

1.

Thursday morning coffee on
Saint Patrick's Day
2. Jacqui working on cash at the Fabric Sale – May 29, 2022
3. Stride participant in Shubie Park – June 18, 2022

Bay Grandmothers – St Margaret’s Bay, Nova Scotia
~~~

Bedford Grandmothers – Bedford, Nova Scotia
Our members are focused on assisting others, at the moment, by participating and contributing
where we can to other groups. Members were involved in collecting and measuring material for
the Halifax Regional Fabric Sale on May 29th and news items from SLF Grandmothers Campaign
are always forwarded. Fortunately, we are now able to travel and reconnect with family and
friends after a long isolation... a fantastic summer is expected and wished for all.
– Marilyn Sceles
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Charlottetown Circle of G’Mas – Prince Edward Island
On May 14th, the G’Ma Circle of Charlottetown/PEI held a fabric and yarn sale in Charlottetown.
The coordinator of this event was hoping that we might sell the stored donations (that have been
in a warm basement since the Pandemic started) and see how a sale at this time would be received. The great news is that this event brought in approx. $3000 in sales, even with very few
new donations (we didn’t request any because of ongoing COVID concerns), and with a brief period of preparation time. It was a happy day here for the G’Ma group!
The member who got the event going is currently still out of the country, on a well-deserved
holiday, so I have no photos to send you of the sale. But she surely won’t mind if I add that the
group is delighted that she, Cathy Schaap, made this happen. – Sharon Reesor

Cole Harbour / Dartmouth Grannies – Nova Scotia
~~~

Dartmouth Grannies – Nova Scotia
On Tuesday, May 3rd we are having a group meeting . The first meeting in two years. We don’t
know what to expect but we’re jumping in and giving it a go. We have a Fabric Sale scheduled for
Sunday, May 29. It’s combined HRM event. The fabric is beautiful and there are a few thousand
fat quarters.
We also plan to have a small Stride walk in June at Shubie Park. A short walk and a picnic lunch is
the expectation. No date yet. In July we will have a yard sale. In the past it was a May event but
last year we did it in July. The timing and weather worked well so we are doing it again in July.
Spring has been very busy. It’s so much fun to gather with members. The sorting of household
items, books and treasures is underway. Joanne H. will host our annual yard sale July 16 th. Keep
connected. Keep informed. Enjoy your summer with friends and family. Keep checking
g2gatlantic.org. – Anne Marie Newman
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On June 4 we set up tables at the Cole Harbour Heritage Farm to participate in their Fiber Frolic. It was a new experience for us and brought to our attention by Marlene. The benefits of new members add up! The weather was
wonderful and it was a busy day full of laughs.
th

Shubie Park in Dartmouth was the location for Stride to Turn the Tide on June 18 . A rain or shine event, the
weather was threatening until the last minute. We were lucky and had a beautiful day. We walked the trails at
Shubie and enjoyed a picnic lunch. A theme runs through our Grandmother events-check the weather and enjoy
food together :-)

Grandmothers 4 Grandmothers –Moncton, New Brunswick
G4G Moncton will be having a "Fabric, Yarn, and Craft Sale" in the future. The location and date
are yet to be determined. – Marilyn Bishop

Grannies United – Digby, Nova Scotia
~~~

Malaika Grandmothers of Halifax – Nova Scotia
Since January we have been busy trying to com up with fundraising events that a small group
can handle. We decided to work something new for Malaika: Author’s Night and held a Zoom
meeting to start organizing it, We are very pleased that we found an author, Stephen Kimber,
and a venue, Kings College. The event will be on Friday, September 30 at 7 pm AT, doors open
at 6:30 pm.
Meanwhile some of us have been attending the Thursday morning Grandmothers Coffee, held
alternately in a restaurant on the Bedford Highway and in Dartmouth; worked for the FABRIC
SALES in May and June, were fundraising for Stride and attended the actual walk in Shubie Park,
Dartmouth, on a sunny day!.
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1.

Grandmothers Coffee . L to r: BJ Kirby, CherylSawler, Joanne , WinnieKwak, Linda , Barb.

2.

How many grandmothers does it take to set up the Stride sign?

3.

Must be a grandmothers’ picnic. How can you tell?

To our pleasant surprise, we were recently approached by a grandmother from Ontario who
moved to Halifax and is interested in meeting Malaika. Soon we will meet her.
We are looking forward to a summer with less worries about COVID-19 and its variants and
to our Author’s Night in fall. Have a wonderful summer! – Winnie Kwak

Sackville Support Group – Lower Sackville, Nova Scotia
~~~

Shediac Area Grandmothers for Africa / Semer Amour avec
Grandmamans Africaines – S.A.G.A. – Shediac, New Brunswick
Our little group from Shediac became even smaller over the last 6 months. For many reasons of
health and hardship two members have resigned from the group and 3 more have asked to be
placed on a “limited support “list. We did, however, gain a member and our new member plus
the 6 long term ladies have declared themselves willing to reintroduce our “Ladies Night Out” in
October. We had our first in person meeting on June 7th and began planning for this event.
In February a few of us decided to do a test run of a “treat box’ for special occasions that some
other groups across Canada are presently doing. Before Valentine’s Day, a group of us, plus
Nancy from TAG, made some special cookies and met at my house to do up boxes with fancy
ribbon and “treats” to deliver to a list of 16 people that had pre-ordered from us. Because we
limited our numbers we did not make a huge amount of money but many of the 16 orders that
we filled also donated a little extra so that, all in all, we felt our project was perhaps worth a
larger attempt in the future. – Brenda Mitton, SAGA coordinator and correspondent!
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1.

Our treasurer Gail Malone with her sister Janis McGuire our newest member

2.

Treat boxes ready for delivery

Shore for African Grandmothers – SAG – Nova Scotia
~~~

Tantramar Area Grandmothers – TAG – New Brunswick
~~~

Terra Nova Grannies – Newfoundland
The Terra Nova Grannies have held two Scrabble games since October, one in November and
recently on May 14th. The big difference was in COVID regulations. In November, we had to check
Vax passes, but in May we only asked for masks when our guests were not seated. Each event
was well attended and enjoyed by all. Tea, coffee, savories, muffins and cookies were served.
Due to COVID we did not have our sales table, but did hold a raffle. We had great publicity from
our friend and supporter at CBC, Anthony Germain. He interviewed Jennifer and me and we were
on TV and radio. The Grandmothers’ Campaign received a lot of publicity as a result. Between
the two events we were able to send $5,000 to the Stephen Lewis Foundation. We considered
holding our Stride to Turn the Tide Walk, but the May Scrabble and the walk were too close
together and we could not ask for donations so soon after receiving donations for the Scrabble
game. – Mary Kay Matthews
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Rockingham Grannies – Halifax, Nova Scotia &
Ubuntu Grannies – Fall River, Nova Scotia
It's been a busy but wonderful time for the Ubuntu Grannies with being able to get together to
work on fundraisers again. In April and May we had several sessions of measuring our group's
portion of fabric for the HRM Fabric Sale on May 29.
When this was finished we then started working on sorting, pricing and packing up items for
our group's Indoor Yard Sale on June 11th. We had a huge number of items which took up almost
two rooms in my basement. I was worried about how long it would take to move all the boxes
to the church, followed by setup. But I had underestimated the power of Grandmothers and
GrandOthers! Within 30 minutes everything was out of my house and the unloading was well
underway at the other end.
We had a very successful sale and saw people we hadn't seen in a long time. Unsold items were
quickly sorted into those items to be taken to thrift stores and those to be kept for another fundraiser.
The energy, enthusiasm and commitment of those involved in the Grandmothers to
Grandmothers Campaign is a joy to behold and does wonders for the spirits. – Marian Amey &
Noreen Shaver

1.
2.
3.
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Linda Stay and Patsy Tench pricing items for the yard sale
Donna MacNeil, Shela Keizer and Noreen Shaver at another pricing session
The workers on sale day, left to right- Linda Stay, Denise Derosier, Nancy Fullerton, Patsy Tench, Donna
MacNeil, Sherry Fownes, Sheila Keizer, Marian Amey and Noreen Shaver

